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INTRODUCTION
In general, sub-bottom profiling (SBP) systems are single-channel systems used for shallow
reflection seismic profiling. These sub-bottom profilers operate at different transmit
frequencies and this has an effect on the depth of acoustic penetration into the seabed and
the resultant resolution. Lower frequency sound sources produce more acoustic penetration
into the seabed, but at a lower resolution; and conversely, higher frequency systems attain
less penetration but produce higher resolution data. Signal penetration is further limited in
coarse sediment or highly compacted sands, due to scattering. Most sub-bottom profiling
systems can be considered as “uncalibrated systems” which makes statistical sediment
classification and other quantitative measurements difficult to calculate. There are however
certain SBP systems, making use of Chirp Technology, which can be considered “calibrated
systems” and these could be used for quantitative seabed assessments.
Sub-bottom profilers are used extensively in offshore, coastal and port engineering and
geotechnical site surveys, renewable energy surveys, dredging studies, mineral exploration
and habitat mapping projects. The interpreted data from these systems includes the
thickness and qualitative sediment characteristics of the different sediment layers that
comprise the sub-bottom strata.

PRINCIPLES OF SUB-BOTTOM PROFILING
Depending on the type of sub-bottom profiling system, the energy source and the receiver
can be combined, as in a transducer, or separated, as a sound source (i.e. boomer plate) and
a receiver (hydrophone array) – see Figure 1. It is important that the number of hydrophone
elements and the spacing between the elements is matched to the acoustic characteristics of
the sound source.
Sub-bottom profilers work by transmitting sound energy in the form of a short pulse towards
the seabed. This sound energy is reflected from the seabed and the sub-surface sediment
layers. The reflected energy intensity depends on the different densities of the sediments, the
denser (harder) the sediments, the stronger the reflected signal. The reflected signal then
travels back through the water to the receiver (either a towed hydrophone or transducer). The
received signals are then amplified, processed and displayed in the acquisition system.
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FIGURE 1. Deployment of Various Shallow-Water Sub-bottom Profiling Systems. After Stoker et al. (1997).

TYPES OF SUB-BOTTOM PROFILING SYSTEMS
Typically sub-bottom profiling surveys are undertaken using a variety of systems: Chirp,
Pinger, Parametric, Bubble Pulser, Boomer, Sparker or mini-Airgun systems. These systems
are listed in Table 1 according to their increasing typical depth of acoustic penetration into the
seabed/lake/river substrate. Generally, sub-bottom profilers transmit acoustic energy around
a central frequency, but the band width varies from system to system. The exceptions to this
are Chirp and Parametric sub-bottom profilers. Chirp sub-bottom profiling systems operate
around a central frequency that is swept electronically across a range of frequencies between
2 kHz to 16 kHz, which can improve resolution in shallow seabed sediments. Parametric subbottom profilers are non-linear systems that transmit two different higher frequencies that
interact during sound propagation to generate a resultant lower frequency (i.e. 4 kHz). This
lower frequency can penetrate the seabed more effectively.
TABLE 1. Acoustic characteristics of commonly used sub-bottom profiling systems. The depth of
penetration is related to the frequency, source energy & nature of the seabed geology.

System

Operating
Frequency

Source &
Receive Array

Chirp

2 - 16 kHz

Swept frequency
0.05 – 0.1 m 5 – 50 m
transducer

Vessel
mounted or
sub-towed

Parametric
SBP

2 - 22 kHz

Parametric
transducer

Vessel
mounted or
sub-towed

Pinger

2 - 12 kHz

Combined piezotransducer/
0.2 m
transceiver

10 – 50 m

Vessel
mounted or
sub-towed

Bubble
Pulser

0.4 kHz

Plate & towed
array

20 – 100 m

Surface
catamaran
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Typical
Resolution

Typical Depth
of Penetration

0.05 – 0.1 m 5 – 30 m

0.3 - .0.5 m

Mount
Configuration

System

Operating
Frequency

Source &
Receive Array

Typical
Resolution

Typical Depth
of Penetration

Mount
Configuration

Boomer

0.3 - 6 kHz

Plate & towed
array

0.2 - 0.5 m

20 – 150 m

Surface
catamaran

Sparker

0.2 – 3 kHz

Spark electrodes
0.3 – 1 m
& towed array

30 – 750 m

Surface
catamaran or
sub-towed

Mini-Airgun

0.1 – 3 kHz

Airgun & towed
array

30 – 200 m

Towed

0.5 – 1 m

INSTALLATION & TOWING CONFIGURATION
RECOMMENDATIONS
Mounting a sub-bottom profiler on a vessel and towing the source/hydrophone array correctly
are critical to acquiring a noise-free dataset. In vessel hull mounted or over-the-side systems,
it is important that the transducers are mounted away from areas of potential noise or
turbulence, which can have a considerable effect on the quality of the data acquired. With a
surface towed source and receive array configuration, it is a good idea to have the source
and the receive array separated by the aerated propeller wash as this significantly reduces
the amplitude of the direct/first arrival signal (Figure 2). It is, however, important that the
source and receive array do not get towed into the aerated propeller wash as this causes
acoustic blanking and poor data quality. The data position origin when using a surface towed
source and separated receive array is mid-point between the source and receive array and
this is termed the SBP Common Midpoint (Figure 2).
FIGURE 2. Various towed and vessel mounted sub-bottom profiling system installations.
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CONFIGURING SBP SYSTEMS IN HYPACK®
GEODESY & HARDWARE SETUP
Firstly, start a New Project in HYPACK® and define the survey Geodesy for the area in which
the survey is to be conducted.
The survey hardware gets configured next (Figure 3). In this example, one sub-bottom
profiling system is installed on the vessel and a second sub-bottom profiling system is
surface towed (Figure 2). The SBP device type is selected from the current list of supported
devices:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single channel Analog SBP (pinger, chirp, boomer, bubble pulser, sparker & airgun)
Simultaneous dual channel Analog SBP (e.g. simultaneous acquisition of pinger/boomer
data)
EdgeTech (2000 & 3000 Series)
Innomar SES – 2000
GeoAcoustics GeoPulse Plus Chirp
Knudsen Pinger & Chirp
Teledyne Odom Chirp III
Older Benthos systems
Specialty Devices Inc.
SyQwest (B2010/SB3510HD & StrataBox)

If analog SBP systems are used, a National Instruments NI USB-6221 A/D box must be
connected to the HYPACK® PC to acquire the data. Digitization of analog sub-bottom data is
handled by the National Instruments (NI USB) device. HYPACK® has a single program, the
Analog Monitor, which talks directly to the NI USB device and acts as an intermediary
between it and the HYPACK® SURVEY drivers. All configuration of the NI USB device (I/O
ports, voltage levels, etc.) is handled by Analog Monitor. Therefore, the HYPACK® drivers
need very minimal setup themselves. By default, the first analog SBP device is allocated to
Channel 1, but for the second one, the “Use Channel 2” option must be selected under the
Analog (NI USB) Setup.
The instructions for setting up the NI USB-6221 can be found in a previous Sounding Better!
article: (http://www.hypack.com/new/portals/1/pdf/sb/07_14/
Using%20the%20Analog%20USB%20device%20in%20HYPACK%20for%20Sub.pdf).
If digital systems are used, please refer to relevant manufacturer’s documentation for
instructions on configuring the SBP system. The manufacturer’s software must be run to
control the SBP system with HYPACK® undertaking basic controls to acquire the data in
SEG-Y format.
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FIGURE 3. HYPACK® HARDWARE setup for a vessel mounted SBP combined with a surface towed SBP
system.

In the HARDWARE setup in Figure 3, a sub-bottom system is installed on the vessel. A
second, surface towed sub-bottom system is installed as a Mobile. A GPS is used for
positioning, and the vessel mounted SBP system offsets are defined relative to the GPS. The
position of the surface towed SBP is calculated using the Towfish device driver (Towfish.dll).
The offsets from the GPS to the virtual tow point (Figure 2) are input as the A-Frame Offsets
under the Towfish device driver setup and the Catenary Factor is set to 1 for surface towed
SBP systems (Figure 4). The cable out value, from the virtual tow point to the SBP Common
Midpoint, is input under the Towfish driver dialog box when SURVEY is running.
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FIGURE 4. Towfish device configuration for positioning a surface towed SBP system. Note that the Catenary
Factor has been set to 1 and the offset values input between the GPS and the virtual tow point.

CONFIGURING THE ANALOG MONITOR, SETTING TRIGGERS,
DELAYS & SWEEP LENGTH
Configuring of the Analog Monitor is only necessary if one or more analog SBP systems are
in use; digital systems do not use this program. When SURVEY is started, the drivers
automatically start the Analog Monitor (Figure 5). Initially, one must configure the Analog
Monitor to query the NI USB channels for data and set up the triggering signals. Click the “I/O
Channels” button and, for each field, configure the channel on the NI USB device to which
the signal is wired (Figure 5). Each of the Channels can be assigned a custom label or name
applicable to the SBP system in use (i.e., “Sparker Signal”).
The default trigger voltage levels of -5V/+5V should generally be used, but the voltage levels
for Channel 1 and/or 2 need to be set at this time. The recommended signal voltage levels for
Pinger/Chirp SBP systems are between -5V/+5V and -2V/+5V depending on the age of the
system, whereas hydrophone arrays for boomers/sparkers/etc. generally output voltages in
the -1V/+1V to -5V/+5V volt range depending on the sensitivity of array, the gain on the
hydrophone preamp and the reflectivity of the seabed. The voltage values set for Channel 1
& 2 can be considered as a “base gain” for the channel and it is important not to clip the
incoming signals as these clipped data cannot be recovered (Figure 5). A Rule of Thumb is to
set the voltage range about one third higher than the actual input signal voltage.
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Any configuration problems will be reported as a bright red message at the bottom of the
Analog Monitor (Figure 5). Signal traces are displayed for diagnostic purposes and to insure
that the trigger signal is being received. (Click the labels to cycle through the channels.) The
trigger threshold should be set just above the base voltage and it is displayed as a red line.
Every time the trigger signal crosses this line, a ping is logged. At this point, if the wiring and
Analog Monitor configuration is correct, one should be able to start SURVEY, see data
coming in on the correct signal traces, and view the Ping Number field on the Analog Monitor
steadily increasing. The scrolling data window in SURVEY will also display the sub-bottom
profiling data.
FIGURE 5. The Analog Monitor program starts with SURVEY when using an analog SBP and is used to configure
the NI USB channel voltage levels and trigger parameters.

Next one needs to configure the triggers by selecting the “Trigger Configuration” button on
the Analog Monitor (Figure 5). This opens a separate trigger window which provides
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advanced options on setting the SBP triggering configurations. Various Trigger Mode options
are available to suit most applications and four options are provided:
Trigger Mode:
•
•
•
•

External: Triggers originate from outside HYPACK® and the Analog Monitor only listens
for signals.
Internal creates only one sub-bottom trigger from the NI USB box.
SS Divisible: Side-scan is the primary trigger, sub-bottom Channel 1 is the divisible.
SB Divisible: Two channels of sub-bottom, sub-bottom Channel 2 is the divisible.

Trigger Interval: The rate (in milliseconds) that the sub-bottom will fire if it is the primary
system.
Trigger Delay: The time delay (in milliseconds) to wait before firing the sub-bottom system.
Sweep: The length of time (in milliseconds) that the sub-bottom receiver listens for the return
acoustic signal.
Sweep Delay: The length of time (in milliseconds) to wait after the sub-bottom system has
fired before starting to listen for the return acoustic signal. This feature can be used in deeper
water to reduce the length of the water column in the data.
SS Divisible: How to divide the side-scan trigger if sub-bottom channel 1 is the secondary
system.
SB Divisible: How to divide the primary trigger if sub-bottom channel 2 is the secondary
system. If the primary trigger interval is set to 250 ms and the SB Divisor set to 2, the
resultant Channel 2 trigger interval will be 500 ms.
As an example, the general rules of thumb for configuring the triggers and sweep length for
various sub-bottom profilers, in a maximum water depth of 30 meters, are tabulated below.
Note, that to convert from meters to milliseconds one must divide by 0.75:
TABLE 2. General rules for setting the sweep length based for different expected acoustic penetration for a
selection of sub-bottom profilers.

System

Trigger Interval

Max. Water Depth Plus
Expected Penetration

Sweep
Calculation

Sweep Setting

Pinger/Chirp

250 ms

30 m depth plus 15 m
penetration

40 ms + 20 ms

60 ms

Boomer

500 ms

30 m depth plus 30 m
penetration

40 ms + 40 ms

80 ms

Sparker

500 ms to 1 s

30 m depth plus 40 m
penetration

40 ms + 53 ms

93 ms

Mini-Airgun

1 s to 2 s

30 m depth plus 50 m
penetration

40 ms + 67 ms

107 ms

NOTE: It is a good idea to set the sweep value to a bit more than one calculated to allow a
safety margin for unknown seabed conditions.
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These advanced trigger configuration features enable one to acquire two different subbottom profiling systems simultaneously with no acoustic interference between the systems.
In the example in Figure 6, SBP System 1 is triggered every 250 ms with sweep length of 70
ms (±53 m). The SBP System 1 trigger is divided by 2 to give SBP System a trigger interval of
500 ms with a 85 ms trigger delay and a 150 ms sweep length. One can tell if there will be
any acoustic interference between the systems if the “blue” sweep lines in Figure 6 occupy
the same time slice; as one can see this is not the case and the result will be two
interference-free datasets.
FIGURE 6. Model example on configuring the triggers for dual channel sub-bottom profiling acquisition with no
interference between the two sub-bottom systems.

RUNNING SURVEY
In SURVEY the sub-bottom profiling data is viewed in the Scrolling Data Window (Figure 7). If
one is simultaneously acquiring two channels of sub-bottom data there will be two instances
of the Scrolling Data window showing Channel 1 & 2 respectively (Figure 8).
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FIGURE 7. The SURVEY program showing the Map, Scrolling Data & Left/Right Indicator windows

Bang Pulse

Signal Amplitude
Window

SBP Controls
Scrolling Data Window
Seabed

Sediment Layers

First Multiple

FIGURE 8. The SURVEY program showing dual sub-bottom systems displayed on two instances of the Scrolling
Data window.

Scrolling Data Window – Channel 1

Scrolling Data Window – Channel 2
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There are two Sub-Bottom Controls (Options & Sub-Bottom Corrections) located at the top of
the Scrolling Data window:
•

Options: This window allows the Scrolling Data window to be vertically sized using
Autoscale or Manual values (Figure 9). Options to display a grid on the sub-bottom data
imagery are available and the grid can be displayed in milliseconds or meters.

FIGURE 9. Scrolling Data Window Display Options.

•

Sub-Bottom Corrections: This window controls the data Band Pass Filtering, TVG,
Bottom Tracking and Signal Display Modes (Figure 10). These corrections are not applied
to the SEG-Y data files as HYPACK® always records the raw data to the SEG-Y file.
• Band Pass Filtering reduces extraneous noise recorded by the sub-bottom receiver
during acquisition. This can take the form of vessel, electrical or ambient ocean noise.
In general, the recommended starting point for filtering sub-bottom data is a low pass
start frequency of half of the sub-bottom transmit frequency and a high pass end
frequency of double the sub-bottom transmit frequency. For example, if you are using
a sub-bottom profiler transmitting at 4 kHz, use band pass filtering of between 2 kHz
and 8 kHz as a starting point then adjust accordingly to achieve good quality data.
Generally, additional band pass filtering should not be applied to Chirp data due to the
match filtering and correlation that is applied to the signal arrivals by the sub-bottom
profiler manufacturer.
• TVG (Time Varied Gain) has three levels (TVG1, TVG2 & TVG3) that can be applied
to enhance the real-time data display. TVG1 rate applies through the water column,
TVG2 rate applies from the seabed bottom tracking through the seabed strata and
TVG3 rate applies during the final part of the sweep period.
Set TVG3 to a lower rate than TVG2 to prevent the saturation that might otherwise
occur if the gain continues to increase during long sweep periods.
Set a delay period for when you require the TVG3 rate to apply. The TVG3 delay
begins at the seabed bottom tracking (start of the TVG2 ramp).
NOTE:If you set a TVG3 delay period of zero, the TVG2 rate will apply from the seabed tracking to the end of the sweep. For shallow penetration sub-bottom profiling systems only TVG1 & TVG2 are generally used. The optimal combination
varies, depending on the sub-bottom system and the depth of penetration.
•

Bottom tracking can be determined by one of three methods:
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Calculate: Calculation based on the signal amplitude levels using the userdefined blanking, gate size and sensitivity values.
• Manual: Manually setting the depth for the bottom tracking.
• Sensor: Reading the bottom tracking from the sub-bottom system.
To set the bottom tracking location, click where the red horizontal bottom track line
should appear in the Signal Amplitude window in the Scrolling Data window.
Signal Display Modes (Color by Amplitude) are available to adjust how the data is
visualized. The display scale can be set to Autoscale or manually adjusted:
• Unipolar: Gray scale image in which the negative signal amplitude is zeroed. This
works well with Pinger and Chirp data.
• Bipolar: Gray scale image in which both positive and negative signals are
displayed with the zero signal level colored 50% gray. This works well for Boomer/
Sparker data.
• Rectified: Gray scale image displayed as the absolute signal amplitude value
where negative signals are converted to positive values. This works well for
Boomer/Sparker data.
• Color: Color version of the Bipolar display.
•

•

FIGURE 10. Sub-bottom correction window used to adjust the data visualization parameters.

ADJUSTING LAYBACK FOR TOWED SUB-BOTTOM SYSTEMS
The layback value of the Common Midpoint behind the Virtual Tow Point (refer to Figure 2)
can be adjusted in the Towfish display window in SURVEY (Figure 11). This value is input in
the Cable Out field. For surface towed sub-bottom systems the Catenary Factor should be
set to 1 but for sub-towed systems a value of 0.8 is more appropriate. A sub-tow sub-bottom
system can also be positioned using a USBL/LBL positioning system which can be set up in
the HARDWARE program.
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FIGURE 11. Input the layback value of the surface or sub-towed sub-bottom system in the Towfish window in
SURVEY.

HYPACK® Sub-Bottom program has all the features to enable the acquisition of good quality
sub-bottom profiling data from a large variety of systems. Sub-bottom data processing will be
covered in the next edition of Sounding Better.
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